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CNPS Chapter Needs 

Request / Need 
Notes Priority Level 

Volunteer 
retention/recruitment 

Many chapters are struggling to build and maintain an 
active volunteer pool, particularly in chapter leadership. 
Chapter leaders have suggested a range of ways the 
state team can help, from special "volunteerism" 
editions of eNews to volunteer onboarding training. 
Would be helpful to have chapter leaders agree on what 
actions or support would be most helpful.   

Chapter outreach toolkit 

A package of branded handouts, PowerPoint 
presentations, and tabling displays to support chapter 
outreach in the community.   

Spanish translation 

Chapters frequently urge Spanish translation of our 
materials. What resources or landing pages do they see 
as top priority? For example, an About CNPS handout, 
plant lists, a multi-purpose CNPS website landing page 
in Spanish?   

Chapter website support 

Chapter needs range here, and staff is planning 
trainings and updated templates in WordPress. We 
recommend that all chapters currently on Joomla sites 
transition to WordPress in the coming year, due to 
expected changes in Joomla, which CNPS will not be 
able to support.   

DEIJ guidance / internal 
education 

Recommend an Avarna Phase II later this year or early 
2023 that focuses on volunteer community management 
and local partnerships through DEIJ lens.   

Indigenous Engagement 
Ideas and support for reaching out to local tribes and 
building partnerships.   

Media training / chapter 
specific protocol     

Social media guidelines     

Gardening guidance maintenance guide and videos   

Volunteer agreement 
and policies 

Chapter requested quidance that includes standardized 
volunteer policies. (E.g. code of conduct, harassment 
policies)   

Accounting services 

Some chapters struggle to recruit treasurers, inquiring 
whether the Central Office can provide 
accounting/bookkeeping support.   

Volunteer management 
and engagement 

Chapters have inquired about an org-wide solution to 
manage volunteers participation.    

Events Tracking 

Some chapters have difficulty recording events through 
the year. Upon end of year reporting they struggle to 
recollect details. Volunteer/Event Management may aid 
this   
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Merchandise 
Storage/Sales 

Some chapters store merchandise that is unlikely to sell 
or don't know how to make sales properly. Chapters are 
looking to offload merchandise or find another solution   

Square, sales, payment 
processing 

Chapters request a method to track sales, but are not 
knowledgeable about such platforms such as Square. 
The integration of a state wide resource that grant 
chapter access may be helpful.   

Dissemination of 
information 

Due to turnover, information is not always passed to 
new volunteers. The chapter resource page helps, but 
many are unaware that it exists or how to access, 
resulting in inconsistent application of and 
communication of information.   

Email groups 

Chapters request creation of email groups to improve 
communication. Group member maintenance becomes 
an issue when volunteers turn over, leading to 
outdated/unused groups over time.   

Volunteer Directory 

Chapters have requested alternatives to maintaining the 
directory for their respective volunteers, potentially 
allowing chapters to maintain the information directly.   

 

 


